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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t
A  growing  amount  of  scientiﬁc  research  is  done  in  an open  collaborative  fashion,  in projects  sometimes
referred  to as “crowd  science”,  “citizen  science”,  or “networked  science”.  This  paper  seeks to gain a  more
systematic  understanding  of  crowd  science  and  to  provide  scholars  with  a  conceptual  framework  and
an  agenda  for  future  research.  First,  we  brieﬂy  present  three  case  examples  that span  different  ﬁelds
of  science  and  illustrate  the  heterogeneity  concerning  what  crowd  science  projects  do and  how  they
are  organized.  Second,  we identify  two  fundamental  elements  that characterize  crowd  science  projects
–  open  participation  and  open  sharing  of  intermediate  inputs  –  and  distinguish  crowd  science  fromitizen science
rowdsourcing
ommunity-based production
roblem  solving
pen  innovation
unding
other  knowledge  production  regimes  such  as innovation  contests  or traditional  “Mertonian”  science.
Third,  we explore  potential  knowledge-related  and  motivational  beneﬁts  that  crowd  science  offers  over
alternative  organizational  modes,  and  potential  challenges  it is likely  to  face.  Drawing  on prior  research
on  the  organization  of  problem  solving,  we  also  consider  for  what  kinds  of tasks  particular  beneﬁts  or
challenges  are  likely  to  be  most  pronounced.  We  conclude  by outlining  an agenda  for  future  research  and
by  discussing  implications  for funding  agencies  and  policy  makers.
 201©
. Introduction
For the last century, scientiﬁc activity has been ﬁrmly placed
n universities or other academic organizations, government lab-
ratories, or in the R&D departments of ﬁrms. Sociologists and
conomists, in turn, have made great progress understanding the
unctioning of this established system of science (Merton, 1973;
uckerman, 1988; Dasgupta and David, 1994; Stephan, 2012). The
ast few years, however, have witnessed the emergence of projects
hat do not ﬁt the mold of traditional science and that appear to
ollow distinct organizing principles. Foldit, for example, is a large-
cale collaborative project involving thousands of participants who
dvance our understanding of protein folding at an unprecedented
peed, using a computer game as their platform. Galaxy Zoo is project involving over 250,000 volunteers who  help with the
ollection of astronomical data, and who have contributed to the
iscovery of new classes of galaxies and a deeper understanding
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of the universe. Finally, Polymath involves a colorful mix  of Fields
Medalists and non-professional mathematicians who  collectively
solve problems that have long eluded the traditional approaches of
mathematical science.
While  a common term for these projects has yet to be found,
they are variously referred to as “crowd science”, “citizen science”,
“networked science”, or “massively-collaborative science” (Young,
2010; Nielsen, 2011; Wiggins and Crowston, 2011). Even though
there is signiﬁcant heterogeneity across projects, they are largely
characterized by two  important features: participation in a project
is open to a wide base of potential contributors, and intermediate
inputs such as data or problem solving algorithms are made openly
available. What we will call “crowd science” is attracting growing
attention from the scientiﬁc community, but also policy makers,
funding agencies and managers who  seek to evaluate its potential
beneﬁts and challenges.1 Based on the experiences of early crowd
Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.science projects, the opportunities are considerable. Among others,
crowd science projects are able to draw on the effort and knowl-
edge inputs provided by a large and diverse base of contributors,
1 For example, scientiﬁc journals have published special issues on citizen science,
the  topic has been discussed in managerial outlets such as the Sloan Management
Review  (Brokaw, 2011), national funding agencies in the US  and other countries
actively  fund crowd science projects, and the Library of Congress is discussing how
crowd science artifacts such as blogs and data sets should be preserved and curated.
license.
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could be compared to those created in the lab. For example, some
strategies involved wiggling a small part of a protein, rather than
the entire structure, others were based on fusing protein parts orC.  Franzoni, H. Sauermann 
otentially expanding the range of scientiﬁc problems that can be
ddressed at relatively low cost, while also increasing the speed
t which they can be solved. Indeed, crowd science projects have
esulted in a number of high-proﬁle publications in scientiﬁc out-
ets such as Nature, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences
PNAS), and Nature Biotechnology. At the same time, crowd science
rojects face important challenges in areas such as attracting con-
ributors or coordinating the contributions of a large number of
articipants. A deeper understanding of these various beneﬁts and
hallenges may  allow us to assess the general prospects of crowd
cience, but also to conjecture for which kinds of scientiﬁc problems
rowd science may  be more – or less – suitable than alternative
odes of knowledge production.
Despite  the growing number of crowd science projects in a
ide range of ﬁelds (see Table 1 for examples), scholarly work
n crowd science itself is largely absent. We  address this lack of
esearch in several ways. First, we introduce the reader to crowd
cience by brieﬂy presenting three case studies of crowd science
rojects in biochemistry, astronomy, and mathematics. These case
tudies illustrate the heterogeneity concerning what crowd science
rojects do and how they are organized. Second, we identify organi-
ational features that are common to crowd science projects while
lso distinguishing them from projects in “traditional science” and
ther emerging organizational paradigms such as crowd sourcing
nd innovation contests. Third, we discuss potential beneﬁts and
hallenges crowd science projects are likely to face, how challenges
ay be addressed, and for what kinds of tasks the beneﬁts and
hallenges may  be most pronounced. In doing so, we build upon
rganizational theories of problem solving as well as prior work
n areas such as open innovation and open source software devel-
pment. We  then outline an agenda for future research on crowd
cience and also discuss how crowd science may  serve as a unique
etting for the study of problem solving more generally. Finally,
e discuss potential implications for funding agencies and policy
akers.
. Examples of crowd science projects
.1. Foldit
By  the 1990s, scientists had developed signiﬁcant insights into
he biochemical composition of proteins. However, they had a very
imited understanding of protein structure and shapes. Shape is
mportant because it explains the way in which proteins function
nd interact with cells, viruses or proteins of the human body.
or example, a suitably shaped protein could block the replica-
ion of a virus. Or it could stick to the active site of a biofuel and
atalyze a chemical reaction. Conventional methods to determine
rotein shapes included X-ray crystallography, nuclear magnetic
esonance spectroscopy, and electron microscopy. Unfortunately,
hese methods were extremely expensive, costing up to 100,000
ollars for a single protein, with millions of protein structures yet
o be determined. In 2000 David Baker and his lab at the University
f Washington, Seattle, received a grant from the Howard Hughes
edical Institute to work on shape determination with computa-
ional algorithms. Researchers believed that in principle, proteins
hould fold such that their shape employs the minimum level of
nergy to prevent the protein from falling apart. Thus, computa-
ional algorithms should be able to determine the shape of a protein
ased on the electric charges of its components. However, each
ortion of a protein sequence is composed of multiple atoms and
ach atom has its own preferences for bonding with or standing
part from other atoms, resulting in a large number of degrees
f freedom in a single molecule, making computational solutions
xtremely difﬁcult. Baker and his lab developed an algorithm calledrch Policy 43 (2014) 1– 20
Rosetta that combined deterministic and stochastic techniques to
compute the level of energy of randomly chosen protein shapes
in search of the best result. After several years of improvements,
the algorithm worked reasonably well, especially on partially
determined shapes. Because the computation was extremely inten-
sive, in the fall of 2005 the team launched Rosetta@home, a grid
system that allowed volunteers to make available the spare com-
putational capacity of their personal computers. A critical feature
of Rosetta@home was a visual interface that showed proteins as
they folded. Although the volunteers were meant to contribute only
computational power, looking at the Rosetta screensavers, some of
them posted comments suggesting better ways to fold the proteins
than what they saw the computer doing. These otherwise naïve
comments inspired graduate students at the Computer Science and
Engineering department and post-docs at Baker’s lab. They began to
wonder if human visual ability could complement computer power
in areas where the computer intelligence was falling short. They
developed a web-based game called Foldit that enabled players to
model the structure of proteins with the move of the mouse. Play-
ers could inspect a template structure from different angles. They
could then move, rotate or ﬂip chain branches in search of bet-
ter structures. The software automatically computed the level of
energy of new conﬁgurations, immediately showing improvement
or worsening. Certain common structural problems, such as the
existence of clashes or vacuums in the protein, were highlighted in
red, so that the player could quickly identify areas of improvement.
A menu of automatic tools borrowed from Rosetta enabled easy
local adjustments that the computer could do better than humans.
For example, proteins could be wiggled or side chains shaken with
a simple click of the mouse. These features, combined with a few
online tutorials, allowed people to start folding proteins without
knowing virtually anything about biochemistry. Most interestingly,
the software was  designed as a computer game and included a
scoreboard that listed players’ performance. As such, players com-
peted to climb up in the rankings and they could also set up teams
and share strategies to compete against other teams. Fig. 1 provides
an impression of the Foldit interface.2
The game was initially launched in May  2008. By September of
the same year it had already engaged 50,000 users. The players were
initially given known protein structures so that they could see the
desired solution. After a few months of practice, several players had
worked their way to shapes very close to the solution and in several
cases had outperformed the best structures designed by Rosetta
(Cooper et al., 2010). There was much excitement at the lab and
the researchers invited a few top players to watch them play live.
From these observations, it became clear that human intuition was
very useful because it allowed players to move past the traps of local
optima, which created considerable problems for computers. One
year after launch there were about 200,000 active Foldit players.
In  the following months, the development of Rosetta and that
of Foldit proceeded in combination. Some proteins where Rosetta
was failing were given to Foldit players to work on. In exchange,
players suggested additional automatic tools that they thought
the computer should provide for them. Meanwhile, players set up
teams with names such as “Another Hour Another Point” or “Void
Crushers” and used chats and forums to interact. Some players also
began to elaborate their own  “recipes”, encoded strategies that2 The Foldit case study is based on the following web sources: http://fold.it;
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ad ZW-mpOk; http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=PE0 48WhCCA;  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nfxGnCcx9Ag;
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uBA0vKURH3Y; retrieved September 16, 2012.
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Table 1
Examples of crowd science projects.
Name URL Hosting platform Field Primary tasks
Ancient Lives http://ancientlives.org Zooniverse Archeology Inspect fragments of Egyptian papyri
and transcribe content
Argus http://argus.survice.com/ None Cartography Measure seabed depth during
navigation
Bat Detective http://www.batdetective.org/ Zooniverse Biology Listen to bat calls and classify them
Connect2Decode
(C2D)*
https://sites.google.com/a/osdd.net/c2d-01/ None Genetics Annotate genes of Mycobacterium
tuberculosis
Connect2Decode:
Cloning,  Expression
and  Puriﬁcation of
Proteins
http://c2d.osdd.net/ Connect2Decode Genetics Clone genes in Mycobacterium
tuberculosis
Connect2Decode:
Cheminformatics
and  Chemical Data
Mining
http://c2d.osdd.net/home/cheminformatics Connect2Decode Genetics Use  chemical descriptors and data
mining to identify and annotate
molecules with desirable properties
Crowd Computing for
Cheminformatics
http://vinodscaria.rnabiology.org/2C4C CSIR Network project on
ncRNA  biology
Bioinformatics Develop predictive models for
biological activities of chemical
molecules
Cheminformatics
Crowd Computing
for  Tubercolosis Drug
Discovery
http://vinodscaria.rnabiology.org/cheminformatics-crowd-computing-for-tuberculosis CSIR Network project on
ncRNA  biology
Bioinformatics Annotate data set of active
anti-tubercular  molecules, by using
existing or improved prioritization
algorithms, to identify a small subset of
drug candidates
Open  Dinosaur Project http://opendino.wordpress.com/about/ None Paleontology Search in published literature and
report dinosaur limb length and/or
measure and report from museum
specimens
Cyclone Center http://www.cyclonecenter.org/ Zooniverse Climatology Watch satellite images of cyclones and
classify storms
Discover  life http://www.discoverlife.org/ None Biology Observe and report images and
location of wild species
eBird http://www.ebird.org/ Cornell Lab of Ornithology Biology Observe and report images and
location of wild birds
EteRNA http://eterna.cmu.edu/ None Biochemistry Game. Modify the shape of RNA bases
combination to ﬁt a folded structure
Foldit http://www.fold.it None Biochemistry Game. Modify a visual 3D model of
protein to optimize its shape
Galaxy Zoo http://www.galaxyzoo.org/ Zooniverse Astronomy Inspect and classify images of galaxies
Great  Backyard Bird
Count
http://birdsource.org/gbbc/ Cornell Lab of Ornithology Biology Report frequency of bird sightings
occurring during 15 min periods
Great  Sunﬂower
Project
http://www.greatsunﬂower.org/ None Biology Grow ﬂowers that attract bees and
other pollination insects, observe and
report frequency of insects visits
Ice Hunters* http://www.icehunters.org Zooniverse Astronomy Inspect telescope images and identify
possible targets for New Horizons
mission
Milkyway Project http://www.milkywayproject.org Zooniverse Astronomy Inspect telescope images, identify
clouds and bubbles
Moon  Zoo http://www.moonzoo.org/ Zooniverse Astronomy Inspect satellite images of the Moon
and report craters
Nestwatch  http://nestwatch.org Cornell Lab of Ornithology Biology Observe nest activities (eggs, young,
ﬂedglings) and report count
Notes from Nature http://www.notesfromnature.org/ Zooniverse Biology Inspect images of specimens digitized
from natural history museums and
transcribe their descriptions
4
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Table 1 (Continued)
Name URL Hosting platform Field  Primary tasks
Old Weather http://www.oldweather.org Zooniverse Climatology Inspect images of log books of Royal
Navy ships or artic exploration ships
and transcribe climate and location
reports
Patientslikeme http://www.patientslikeme.com/ None Medicine Input personal data about symptoms
and treatment of diseases
Pigeon Watch* http://www.birds.cornell.edu/pigeonwatch Cornell Lab of Ornithology Biology Observe pigeon species and report
images and/or location of observation
Phylo http://phylo.cs.mcgill.ca None Genetics Game. Inspect sequence of colored
shapes and move shapes to optimize
their alignment
Planet  Hunters http://www.planethunters.org Zooniverse Astronomy Inspect starlight curves registered by
the Kepler spacecraft and report
possible planet transits
Polymath  1. Density
Hales–Jewett*
http://gowers.wordpress.com/2009/02/01/a-combinatorial-approach-to-density-hales-jewett/ None Mathematics Solve a mathematical problem
Polymath 2. Banach
Spaces*
http://gowers.wordpress.com/2009/02/17/must-an-explicitly-deﬁned-banach-space-contain-c 0-or-ell p/ None Mathematics Solve a mathematical problem
Polymath 3:
Polynomial Hirsh
Conjecture*
http://gilkalai.wordpress.com/2009/07/17/the-polynomial-hirsch-conjecture-a-proposal-for-polymath3/ None Mathematics Prove a mathematical conjecture
Polymath 4:
Deterministic way  to
ﬁnd  primes*
http://polymathprojects.org/2009/07/27/proposal-deterministic-way-to-ﬁnd-primes/ Polymathprojects Mathematics Solve a mathematical problem
Polymath 5: Erdos
Discrepancy*
http://gowers.wordpress.com/2009/12/17/erdoss-discrepancy-problem/ Polymathprojects Mathematics Solve a mathematical problem
Polymath 6: Improving
the  bounds for Roth’s
theorem
http://polymathprojects.org/2011/02/05/polymath6-improving-the-bounds-for-roths-theorem/ Polymathprojects Mathematics Solve a mathematical problem
Polymath 7: Hot Spots
Conjecture
http://polymathprojects.org/2012/06/03/polymath-proposal-the-hot-spots-conjecture-for-acute-triangles/ Polymathprojects Mathematics Prove a mathematical conjecture
Polymath 8: Bounded
gaps  between primes
http://polymathprojects.org/2013/06/04/polymath-proposal-bounded-gaps-between-primes/ Polymathprojects Mathematics Solve a mathematical problem
Project Feeder Watch http://www.birds.cornell.edu/pfw/ Cornell Lab of Ornithology Biology Install a birdfeeder in backyard,
observe  and report frequency of bird
visits
Seaﬂoor Explorer http://www.seaﬂoorexplorer.org/ Zooniverse Biology Inspect seaﬂoor images, identify and
report target species
Setilive  http://setilive.org/ Zooniverse Astronomy Inspect live radio frequency signals
broadcasted by the SETI Institute’s
Allen Telescope. Consistent
simultaneous  reports of potential
extraterrestrial signals prompt a
second telescope inspection within
minutes
Secchi App https://www1.plymouth.ac.uk/marine/secchidisk/Pages/default.aspx None Biology Measure the turbidity of seawater
using a Secchi disk and use a mobile
app to report the corresponding
concentration  of phytoplankton
Snapshot Serengeti http://www.snapshotserengeti.org/ Zooniverse Biology Inspect pictures of the Serengeti Lion
Project and classify images of wildlife
Solar Stormwatch http://www.solarstormwatch.com Zooniverse Astronomy Watch videos of solar activity and
report inception and length of solar
explosions
C. Franzoni, H. Sauermann / Resea
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banding chains. Complex strategies are now often embedded in
tools (“recipes”) that can subsequently be downloaded and used
by others.3
The results were striking. A player strategy called “Bluefuse”
completely displaced Rosetta “Classic Relax”, and outperformed
“Fast Relax”, a piece of code that the Rosetta developers had worked
on for quite a long time. These results were published in PNAS and
the players of Foldit were co-authors under a collective pseudonym
(Khatib et al., 2011a). In December 2010, encouraged by these
results, Firas Khatib, Frank DiMaio in Baker’s lab and Seth Cooper
in Computer Science and Engineering, among others working on
Foldit, thought that the players were ready for a real-world chal-
lenge. Consulting with a group of experimentalists, they chose a
monomeric retroviral protease, a protein known to be critical for
monkey-virus HIV whose structure had puzzled crystallographers
for over a decade. Three players from the “Contenders” Foldit team
came to a fairly detailed solution of the protein structure in less than
three weeks (published as Khatib et al., 2011b). As of September
2012, Foldit players were co-authors of four publications in top
journals.
2.2. Galaxy Zoo
In January 2006, a Stardust Spacecraft capsule landed in the
Utah desert with precious samples of interstellar dust particles
after having encountered the comet Wild 2. Particles in the sam-
ple were as tiny as a micron, and NASA took 1.6 million automated
scanning microscope images of the entire surface of the collector.
Because computers are not particularly good at image detection,
NASA decided to upload the images online and to ask volunteers
to visually inspect the material and report candidate dust parti-
cles. The experiment, known as Stardust@Home, had a large echo
in the community of astronomers, where the inspection of large
collections of images is a common problem.4
In 2007, Kevin Schawinski, then a PhD in Chris Lintott’s group
at the University of Oxford, thought about using the same strategy,
although the group’s problem was  different. In order to understand
the formation of galaxies, they were searching for those ellipti-
cal galaxies that had formed stars most recently. In the spring of
2007 their insights were based on a limited sample of galaxies
that Schawinski had coded manually, but more data were needed
to really prove their point. A few months earlier, the Sloan Dig-
ital Sky Survey (SDSS) had made available 930,000 pictures of
distant galaxies that could provide them with just the raw mate-
rial they needed for their work. To be able to process this large
amount of data, the researchers created the online platform Galaxy
Zoo in the summer of 2007. Volunteers were asked to sign up,
read an online tutorial, and then code six different properties of
astronomical objects visible in SDSS images. Participation became
quickly viral, partly because the images were beautiful to look at,
and partly because the BBC publicized the initiative in its blog.
Before the project started, the largest published study was  based
on 3000 galaxies. Seven months after the project was launched,
about 900,000 galaxies had been coded and multiple classiﬁca-
tions of a given galaxy by different volunteers were used to reduce
the incidence of incorrect coding, for a total of roughly 50 million
classiﬁcations. For an individual scientist, 50 million classiﬁcations
3 http://foldit.wikia.com/wiki/Recipes; retrieved March 29, 2013.
4 The Galaxy Zoo description is based on Nielsen (2011) and
on  the following web sources: http://www.galaxyzoo.org/story;
http://supernova.galaxyzoo.org/; http://mergers.galaxyzoo.org/; http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=j zQIQRr1Bo&playnext=1&list=PL5518A8D0F538C1CC&
feature=results main;  http://data.galaxyzoo.org/; http://zoo2.galaxyzoo.org/;
http://hubble.galaxyzoo.org/; http://supernova.galaxyzoo.org/about#supernovae;
retrieved September 24, 2012.
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solve a mathematical problem. In particular, he stated:
The ideal outcome would be a solution of the problem with no
single  individual having to think all that hard. [. . .]  So try to resistFig. 1. Foldit user interface. So
ould have required more than 83 years of full-time effort.5 The
alaxy Zoo data allowed Lintott’s team to successfully complete
he study they had initially planned. However, this was just the
eginning of Galaxy Zoo’s contributions to science, partly because
articipants did not simply code galaxies – they also developed an
ncreasing curiosity for what they saw. Consider the case of Hanny
an Arkel, a Dutch schoolteacher who in the summer of 2007 spot-
ed an unusual “voorwerp” (Dutch for “thing”) that appeared as
n irregularly-shaped green cloud hanging below a galaxy. After
er ﬁrst observation, astronomers began to point powerful tele-
copes toward the cloud. It turned out that the cloud was a unique
bject that astronomers now explain as being an extinguished
uasar whose light echo remains visible. Zooites also reported other
nusual galaxies for their color or shape, such as very dense green
alaxies that they named “Green pea galaxies” (Cardamone et al.,
009). A keyword search for “Hanny’s Voorwerp” in Web  of Knowl-
dge as of January 2013 showed eight published papers, and a
earch for “Green pea galaxies” gave six.6
The coded Galaxy Zoo data were made publicly available for
urther investigations in 2010. As of September 2012, there were
41 scientiﬁc papers that quote the suggested citation for the data
elease, 36 of which are not coauthored by Lintott and his group.
fter the success of the ﬁrst Galaxy Zoo project, Galaxy Zoo 2 was
aunched in 2009 to look more closely at a subset of 250,000 galax-
es. Galaxy Zoo Hubble was launched to classify images of galaxies
ade available by NASA’s Hubble Space Telescope. Other projects
ooked at supernovae and at merging galaxies. Three years after
alaxy Zoo started, 250,000 Zooites had completed about 200 mil-
ion classiﬁcations, and contributors are currently working on the
atest and largest release of images from the SDSS.
The success of Galaxy Zoo sparked interest in various areas of sci-
nce and the humanities. In 2009, Lintott and his team established cooperation with other institutions in the UK and USA (the Citizen
cience Alliance) to run a number of projects on a common plat-
orm “The Zooniverse”. The Zooniverse platform received ﬁnancial
5 Schawinski estimated his maximum inspection rate as being 50,000 coded
alaxies  per month. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j zQIQRr1Bo&playnext=
&list=PL5518A8D0F538C1CC&feature=results main;  retrieved September 21,
012.
6 This is an incomplete count because many articles refer to these objects by dif-
erent  names. A citation search of the Cardamone et al. (2009) paper in the SAO/NASA
strophysics Data System reported over 40 entries.ttp://fold.it/portal/info/about.
support from the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation in 2011 and currently
hosts projects in ﬁelds as diverse as astronomy, marine biology,
climatology and medicine. Recent projects have also involved par-
ticipants in a broader set of tasks and in closer interaction with
machines. For example, contributors to the Galaxy Supernovae
project were shown potentially interesting targets identiﬁed by
computers at the Palomar Telescope. The contributors screened the
large number of potential targets and selected a smaller subset that
seemed particularly promising for further observation. This itera-
tive process permitted astronomers to save precious observation
time at large telescopes. Lintott thinks that in the future volunteers
will be used to provide real-time judgments when computer pre-
dictions are unreliable, combining artiﬁcial and human intelligence
in the most efﬁcient way.7 In a new project (Galaxy Zoo Quench),
contributors participate in the whole research process by classi-
fying images, analyzing data, discussing ﬁndings, and collectively
writing an article for submission.
2.3.  Polymath
Timothy Gowers is a British mathematician and a 1998 Fields
Medal recipient for his work on combinatorics and functional
analysis.8 An eclectic personality and an active advocate of open-
ness in science, he keeps a regular blog that is well read by
mathematicians. On January 29, 2009 he posted a comment on his
blog saying that he would like to try an experiment to collectively7 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j zQIQRr1Bo&playnext=1&list=
PL5518A8D0F538C1CC&feature=results main; retrieved September 21, 2012.
8 The Polymath case study is based on Nielsen (2011) as well as the following
sources:  http://gowers.wordpress.com/2009/01/27/is-massively-collaborative-
mathematics-possible/ http://gowers.wordpress.com/2009/01/30/background-to-
a-polymath-project/; http://gowers.wordpress.com/2009/02/01/a-combinatorial-
approach-to-density-hales-jewett/; http://gowers.wordpress.com/2009/03/10/
problem-solved-probably/; http://mathoverﬂow.net/questions/31482/the-
sensitivity-of-2-colorings-of-the-d-dimensional-integer-lattice. http://gilkalai.
wordpress.com/2009/07/17/the-polynomial-hirsch-conjecture-a-proposal-for-
polymath3/; http://en.wordpress.com/tag/polymath4/; http://gowers.wordpress.
com/2010/01/06/erdss-discrepancy-problem-as-a-forthcoming-polymath-project/;
http://gowers.wordpress.com/2009/12/28/the-next-polymath-project-on-this-
blog/; retrieved September, 2012.
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the temptation to go away and think about something and come
back  with carefully polished thoughts: just give quick reactions
to  what you read [. . .],  explain brieﬂy, but as precisely as you
can,  why you think it is feasible to answer the question.9
In the next few hours, several readers commented on his idea.
hey were generally in favor of trying the experiment and began
o discuss practical issues like whether or not a blog was  the ideal
ormat for the project, and if the outcome should be a publication
ith a single collective name, or rather with a list of contributors.
ncouraged by the positive feedback, Gowers posted the actual
roblem on February 1st: a combinatorial proof to the density ver-
ion of the Hales–Jewett theorem. The discussion that followed
panned 6 weeks (see Fig. 2 for an excerpt).
Among the contributors were several university professors,
ncluding Terry Tao, a top-notch mathematician at UCLA and also
 Fields Medalist, as well as several school teachers and PhD stu-
ents. After a few days, the discussion had branched out into several
hreads and a wiki was created to store arguments and ideas. Cer-
ain contributors were more active than others, but signiﬁcant
rogress was coming form various sources. On March 10, Gowers
nnounced that the problem was probably solved. He and a few
olleagues took on the task of verifying the work and drafting a
aper, and the article was eventually published in the Annals of
athematics under the pseudonym “D.H.J. Polymath” (Polymath,
012).
Thrilled by the success of the original Polymath project, sev-
ral of Gowers’ colleagues launched similar projects, though with
arying degrees of success. In June 2009, Terence Tao orga-
ized a collaborative entry to the International Mathematical
lympiad taking place annually in the summer. Similar projects
ave been successfully completed every year and are known as
ini-Polymath projects. Scott Aaronson began a project on the
sensitivity of 2-colorings of the d-dimensional integer lattice”,
hich was active for over a year, but did not get to a ﬁnal solu-
ion. Gil Kalai started a project on the “Polynomial Hirsh conjecture”
Polymath 3), again with inconclusive results. Terence Tao launched
 project for ﬁnding primes deterministically (Polymath 4), which
as successfully completed and led to a publication in Mathematics
f Computation (Tao et al., 2012).10 In January 2010 Timothy Gow-
rs and Gil Kalai began coordinating a new Polymath project on the
rdos Discrepancy Problem (known as Polymath 5). An interesting
spect of this project is that the particular problem to be solved was
hosen through a public discussion on Gowers’ blog. Several Poly-
ath projects are currently running. Despite the growing number
f projects, however, the number of contributors to each particu-
ar project remains relatively small, typically not exceeding a few
ozen.11
It is interesting to note that over time, Polymath projects have
eveloped organizational practices that facilitate collective prob-
em solving. In particular, a common challenge is that when the
iscussion develops into hundreds of comments, it becomes dif-
cult for contributors to understand which tracks are promising,
hich have been abandoned, and where the discussion reallytands. The chronological order of comments is not always infor-
ative because people respond to different posts and the problems
ranch out in parallel conversations, making it difﬁcult to continue
9 http://gowers.wordpress.com/2009/01/27/is-massively-collaborative-
athematics-possible/, retrieved September, 2012.
10 While originally submitted under the pseudonym D.H.J. Polymath, this paper
nded  up being published with a conventional set of authors at the insistence of the
ournal editors, who  felt that the pseudonym would conﬂict with bibliographical
ecord-keeping (email communication with Terence Tao, May  22, 2013).
11 http://michaelnielsen.org/blog/the-polymath-project-scope-of-participation/;
etrieved September 28, 2012.rch Policy 43 (2014) 1– 20 7
discussions in a meaningful way. To overcome these problems,
Gowers, Tao and other project leaders started to take on the role of
moderators. When the comments on a topic become too many or
too unfocused, they synthesize the latest results in a new post or
open separate threads. Polymath also inspired mathoverﬂow.net,
a useful tool for the broader scientiﬁc community. Launched in the
fall of 2009, this platform allows mathematicians to post questions
or problems and to provide answers or rate others’ answers in a
commented blog-style discussion. In some cases, the discussion
develops in ways similar to a small Polymath project and answers
have also been cited in scholarly articles.
2.4. Overview of additional crowd science projects
Table 1 shows additional examples of crowd science projects.
The table speciﬁes the primary scientiﬁc ﬁeld of a project, illus-
trating the breadth of applications across ﬁelds such as astronomy,
biochemistry, mathematics, or archeology. We  also indicate what
kind of task is performed by the crowd, e.g., the classiﬁcation of
images and sounds, the collection of observational data, or collec-
tive problem solving. This column shows the variety of tasks that
can be accomplished in crowd science projects. Finally, Table 1 indi-
cates which projects are part of larger crowd science platforms. We
will draw on the earlier cases and the examples listed in Table 1
throughout our subsequent discussion.
3. Characterizing crowd science and exploring
heterogeneity across projects
Examples such as those discussed in the prior section provide
fascinating insights into an emerging way of doing science and have
intrigued many observers. However, while there is agreement that
these projects are somehow “different” from traditional science,
a systematic understanding of the concrete nature of these differ-
ences is lacking. Similarly, it seems important to consider the extent
to which these projects differ from other emerging approaches to
producing knowledge such as crowd sourcing or innovation con-
tests.
In the following Section 3.1, we  identify two  key features that
distinguish crowd science from other regimes of knowledge pro-
duction: openness in project participation and openness with
respect to the disclosure of intermediate inputs such as data or
problem solving approaches. Not all projects share these features
to the same degree; however, these dimensions tend to distinguish
crowd science from other organizational forms, while also having
important implications for opportunities and challenges crowd sci-
ence projects may  face. In the subsequent Section 3.2, we  will delve
more deeply into heterogeneity among crowd science projects,
reinforcing the notion that “crowd science” is not a well-deﬁned
type of project but rather an emerging organizational mode of doing
science that allows for signiﬁcant experimentation, as well as con-
siderable scope in the types of problems that can be addressed and
in the types of people who can participate.
3.1. Putting crowd science in context: Different degrees of
openness
A  ﬁrst important feature of crowd science that marks a dif-
ference to traditional science is that participation in projects is
open to a large number of potential contributors that are typically
unknown to each other or to project organizers at the beginning
of a project. Any individual who  is interested in a project is invited
to join. Recall that Fields Medalist Timothy Gowers’ invitation to
join Polymath was accepted, among the others, by Terence Tao,
another Fields Medalist working at UCLA, as well as a number of
8 C.  Franzoni, H. Sauermann / Research Policy 43 (2014) 1– 20
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ther less famous colleagues, schoolteachers, and graduate stu-
ents. Open participation is even more salient in Galaxy Zoo, which
ecruits participants on its website and boasts a contributor base
f over 250,000. Note that the emphasis here is not simply on a
arge number of project participants (large team size is becoming
ncreasingly common even in traditional science, see Wuchty et al.
2007)). Rather, open participation entails virtually unrestricted
entry” by any interested and qualiﬁed individual, often based on
elf-selection in response to a general call for participation.
A  second feature that tends to be common is that crowd sci-
nce projects openly disclose a substantial part of the intermediate
nputs used in the knowledge production such as data sets or prob-
em solving approaches. The Whale Song Project, for example, has
ploaded a database of audio recordings of whale songs, and Galaxy
oo has made publicly available the classiﬁcations made by volun-
eer contributors (Lintott et al., 2010). As noted earlier, many Foldit
layers also share their tricks to facilitate certain operations, and
omplicated strategies are encoded in downloadable scripts and
ecipes. Thus, much of the process-related knowledge that has tra-
itionally remained tacit in scientiﬁc research (Stephan, 1996) is09/02/05/upper-and-lower-bounds-for-the-density-hales-jewett-problem/.
codiﬁed and openly shared within and outside a particular project.
We also subsume under the term “intermediate inputs” records of
the actual process through which project participants develop, dis-
cuss, and evaluate problem solving strategies since the resulting
insights can facilitate future problem solving. Consider, for exam-
ple, the following discussion of a problem solving approach from
the Polymath 4 blog:
Anonymous (August 9, 2009 at 5:48pm): Tim’s ideas on sumsets
of  logs got me  to thinking about a related, but different approach
to  these sorts of “spacing problems”: say we  want to show that
no  interval [n, n + log n] contains only (log n)ˆ100 – smooth
numbers. If such strange intervals exist, then perhaps one can
show  that there are loads of distinct primes p in [(log n)ˆ10,
(log  n)ˆ100] that each divide some number in this interval [. . .]
Terence  Tao (August 9, 2009 at 6:00pm): I quite like this
approach – it uses the entire set S of sums of the 1/p i, rather
than  a ﬁnite sumset of the log-integers or log-primes, and so
should  in principle get the maximal boost from additive com-
binatorial  methods. It’s also using the speciﬁc properties of the
C. Franzoni, H. Sauermann / Research Policy 43 (2014) 1– 20 9
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integers more intimately than the logarithmic approach, which
is  perhaps a promising sign.12
We  suggest that these two dimensions – openness in participa-
ion and openness with respect to intermediate inputs – do not only
escribe common features of crowd science projects but that they
lso differentiate crowd science projects from other types of knowl-
dge production.13 In particular, Fig. 3 shows how differences along
hese two dimensions allow us to distinguish in an abstract way
rowd science from three other knowledge production regimes.
In  Fig. 3, crowd science contrasts most strongly with the bottom-
eft quadrant, which captures projects that limit contributions to a
elatively small and pre-deﬁned set of individuals and do not openly
isclose intermediate inputs. We  call this quadrant “traditional sci-
nce” because it captures key features of the way science has been
one over the last century. Of course, traditional science is often
alled “open” science because ﬁnal results are openly disclosed in
he form of publications (Murray and O’Mahony, 2007; David, 2008;
auermann and Stephan, 2013). However, while traditional science
s “open” in that sense, it is largely closed with respect to the dimen-
ions captured in our framework. In particular, researchers retain
xclusive use of their key intermediate inputs, such as the data
nd the heuristics used to solve problems. While some of these
nputs are disclosed in methodology sections of papers, most of
hem remain tacit or are shared only among the members of the
esearch team (Stephan, 1996).
This lack of openness follows from the logic of the reward system
f the traditional institution of science. As emphasized by Merton
n his classic analysis, traditional science places one key goal above
ll others: gaining recognition in the community of peers by being
he ﬁrst to present or publish new research results (Merton, 1973;
tephan, 2012). While scientists may  also care about other goals,
ublishing and the resulting peer recognition are critical because
hey can yield indirect beneﬁts such as job security (tenure), more
esources for research, more grants, more students, and so on
Latour and Woolgar, 1979; Sauermann and Roach, 2013). Since
ost of the recognition goes to the person who is ﬁrst in discover-
ng and publishing new knowledge, the reward system of science
nduces scientists to expend great effort and to disclose research
12 http://polymathprojects.org/2009/08/09/research-thread-ii-deterministic-
ay-to-ﬁnd-primes/; retrieved 29 March 2012.
13 Open participation and open disclosure of inputs are also characteristic of open
ource software (OSS) development, although the goal of the latter is not the produc-
ion of scientiﬁc knowledge but of software artifacts. Given these similarities, our
iscussion will take advantage of prior work that has examined the organization of
nowledge production in OSS development.ith different degrees of openness.
results as quickly as possible. At the same time, this system encour-
ages scientists to seek ways to monopolize their area of expertise
and to build a competitive advantage over rivals. As such, the tradi-
tional reward system of science discourages scientists from helping
contenders, explaining why data, heuristics, and problem solving
strategies are often kept secret (Dasgupta and David, 1994; Walsh
et al., 2005; Haeussler et al., 2009).
Recognizing that secrecy with respect to intermediate inputs
may slow down the progress of science, funding agencies increas-
ingly ask scientists to openly disclose data and logs as a condition
of funding. The National Institutes of Health and the Wellcome
Trust, for example, require that data from genetic studies be made
openly available. Similarly, more and more journals including the
ﬂagship publications Science and Nature require authors to pub-
licly deposit data and materials such that any interested scientist
can replicate or build upon prior research.14 As such, an increasing
number of projects have moved from quadrant 4 – “traditional sci-
ence” – into quadrant 3 (bottom right). Even though projects in this
quadrant are more open by disclosing intermediate inputs after the
project is ﬁnished, participation in a given project remains closed
to outsiders.
Let us ﬁnally turn to projects in quadrant 1 (top left), which
solicit contributions from a wide range of participants but do not
publicly disclose intermediate inputs. Moreover, while not explic-
itly reﬂected in Fig. 3, projects in this cell differ from the other
three cells in that even ﬁnal project results are typically not openly
disclosed. Examples of this organizing mode include Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk (which pays individuals for performing tasks such
as collecting data from websites) as well as increasingly popu-
lar innovation contest platforms such as Kaggle or Innocentive.
In these innovation contests, “seekers” post their problems online
and offer monetary prizes for the best solutions. Anybody is free to
compete by submitting solutions, although many contests require
that “solvers” ﬁrst accept conﬁdentiality and intellectual property
agreements. Once a winner is determined, he or she will typically
transfer the property right of the solution to the seeker in return
for the prize (Jeppesen and Lakhani, 2010). Thus, the projects in
quadrant 1 are open to a large pool of potential contributors, but
they do not disclose results and data. A main reason for the lat-
ter is that project sponsors are often private organizations that
seek to gain some sort of a competitive advantage by maintaining
unique access to research results and new technologies. Along with
14 http://www.sciencemag.org/site/feature/contribinfo/prep/gen info.xhtml#
dataavail; http://www.nature.com/authors/policies/availability.html; retrieved
October 20, 2011.
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rowd science, however, innovation contests and crowd sourc-
ng platforms are highly dynamic, witnessing the rapid entry of
ew models and signiﬁcant experimentation with different orga-
izational designs. As such, our classiﬁcation focuses on broad
ifferences between quadrants and on common characteristics of
xamples as of the writing of this article. There are many interesting
uances in the designs of crowd sourcing platforms and innovation
ontests and some are more “open” than others (i.e., some may  be
ocated closer to quadrant 2).15 Thus, a deeper understanding of
he implications of crowd science’s high degrees of openness may
e useful for future work examining heterogeneity and changes in
penness among contests and crowd sourcing platforms as well.
While openness with respect to project participation and with
espect to intermediate inputs are by no means the only interest-
ng aspects of crowd science projects, and while not all projects
eﬂect these features to the same degree, these two  dimensions
ighlight prominent qualitative differences between crowd science
nd other regimes of knowledge production. Moreover, we focus on
hese two dimensions because they have important implications
or our understanding of potential beneﬁts and challenges of crowd
cience. As highlighted by prior work on the organization of prob-
em solving, the ﬁrst dimension – open participation – is important
ecause it speaks to the labor inputs and knowledge a project can
raw on, and thus to its ability to solve problems and to generate
ew knowledge.16 Openness with respect to intermediate inputs –
ur second dimension – is an important requirement for distributed
ork by a large number of crowd participants. At the same time,
ur discussion of the role of secrecy in traditional science suggests
hat this dimension may  have fundamental implications for the
inds of rewards project contributors are able to appropriate and
hus for the kinds of motives and incentives projects can rely on in
ttracting participants. We  provide a more detailed discussion of
he beneﬁts and challenges resulting from open participation and
pen disclosure of intermediate inputs in Sections 4 and 5.
.2.  Heterogeneity within: Differences in the nature of the task
nd  in contributor skills
Section 3.1 highlighted two important common features of
rowd science projects. However, there is also considerable het-
rogeneity among projects. In seeking deeper insights into this
eterogeneity, we focus on two dimensions that may  have particu-
arly important implications for the beneﬁts and challenges crowd
cience projects face. As reﬂected in Fig. 4, these dimensions include
he nature of the task that is performed by the crowd (horizon-
al axis), and the skills that project participants need in order to
ake meaningful contributions (vertical axis).17 We  discuss each
imension in turn.In  a general sense, all crowd science projects ultimately have
he goal to gain a deeper understanding of the natural world and to
nd solutions to scientiﬁc problems. As part of a project, the crowd
15 For example, the Netﬂix prize competition involved only a non-exclusive license
http://www.netﬂixprize.com/faq#signup,  accessed July 5, 2013).
16 The literature on open innovation and the governance of problem-solving
ctivities focuses on the decision to locate problem solving within a given orga-
izational boundary (“closed”) versus outside the organization (“open”) (Nickerson
nd Zenger, 2004; Jeppesen and Lakhani, 2010; Afuah and Tucci, 2012; Felin and
enger, 2012). While this prior work centers on ﬁrm boundaries, many of the result-
ng insights are useful in our context if we conceptualize the relevant organizational
nit  not as the ﬁrm but as the “core” team of researchers that would work on a prob-
em in traditional science but now has the option to invite participation by the larger
rowd.
17 As we  will discuss in Section 5.1.3, most projects have dedicated project organiz-
rs  who often initiate the projects and closely resemble the principal investigators
n  traditional scientiﬁc projects. Our focus here is on the typically much larger group
f contributors outside of the immediate “core” of project organizers.rch Policy 43 (2014) 1– 20
performs certain types of tasks such as the coding of astronomical
data, the optimization of protein structures, or the development
of complex mathematical proofs. Note that we conceptualize the
“task” in an aggregate sense at the level of the crowd, with each
individual making distinct contributions to that task by engaging
in certain subtasks. The nature of the tasks outsourced to the crowd
differs in many ways, but prior research on the organization of
problem solving suggests that it is particularly useful to consider
differences in two related characteristics: the complexity of the task
and the task structure (Simon, 1962, 1973; Felin and Zenger, 2012).
In our context, task complexity is best conceptualized as the
degree of interdependency between the individual subtasks that
participants perform when contributing to a project. In tasks that
are not complex, the best solution to a subtask is independent of
other subtasks, allowing contributors to work independently. For
example, the correct classiﬁcation of an image in Galaxy Zoo does
not depend on the classiﬁcations of other images. In complex tasks,
however, the best solution to a subtask depends on other subtasks
and, as such, a contributor needs to consider other contributions
when working on his/her own  subtask. The term task structure cap-
tures the degree to which the overall task that is outsourced to the
crowd is “well-structured” versus “ill-structured”. Well-structured
tasks involve a clearly deﬁned set of subtasks, the criteria for evalu-
ating contributions are well understood, and the “problem space” is
essentially mapped out in advance (Simon, 1973). In ill-structured
tasks, the speciﬁc subtasks that need to be performed are not clear
ex ante, contributions are not easily evaluated, and the problem
space becomes clearer as the work progresses and contributions
build on each other in a cumulative fashion. While task complexity
and structure are distinct concepts, they are often related in that
complex tasks tend to also be more ill-structured, partly due to our
limited understanding of the interactions among different subtasks
(Felin and Zenger, 2012). Considering differences across projects
with respect to the nature of the task is particularly important
because complex and ill-structured tasks provide fewer opportu-
nities for the division of labor and may  face distinct organizational
challenges. We  will discuss these challenges as well as potential
mechanisms to address them in Section 5.
As Fig. 4 illustrates, a large share of crowd science projects
involves primarily tasks of low complexity that tend to be well-
structured. For example, the coding of images for the Galaxy Zoo
project involves a large number of individual contributions, but
subtasks are independent and contributors can work in parallel
without regard to what other contributors are doing.18 At the other
extreme are projects that involve highly complex and ill-structured
tasks requiring contributors to build on each others’ work in a
sequential fashion, and to develop a collective understanding of
the problem space and of possible solutions over time. Polymath
projects exhibit these characteristics and Fig. 2 illustrates the inter-
active problem solving process. Finally, projects located in the
middle of the horizontal axis in Fig. 4 involve tasks that are of mod-
erate complexity and relatively well-structured, while still allowing
contributors to collaborate and to explore different approaches to
solve the problem. For example, Foldit players can ﬁnd the best
protein structure using very different approaches that are often dis-
covered only in the process of problem solving. Moreover, while
18 One may  think that these coding tasks are so simple that their performance
should  not be considered as a serious scientiﬁc contribution at all. However, data
collection is an integral part of scientiﬁc research and much of the effort (and money)
in traditional research projects is expended on data collection, often carried out by
PhDs and post-docs. In fact, recall that Galaxy Zoo was  initiated by a PhD student
who  was overwhelmed by the task to code a large number of galaxies. Reﬂecting this
important function, contributions in the form of data collection or the provision of
data are often explicitly rewarded with co-authorship on scientiﬁc papers (Haeussler
and Sauermann, 2013).
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ome players work independently, many of the most successful
olutions have been found by members of larger teams who devel-
ped solutions collaboratively by building on each other’s ideas.
Let  us know consider the vertical axis in Fig. 4, which reﬂects
ifferent kinds of skills that are required to make meaningful con-
ributions to a project (Erickson et al., 2012).19 As noted earlier,
any “citizen science” projects such as Galaxy Zoo ask for con-
ributions that require only skills that are common in the general
uman population. Other projects typically require expert skills
n speciﬁc scientiﬁc domains, as evidenced by the prevalence of
rained mathematicians among Polymath participants, or experts
n bioinformatics in the Connect2Decode project. Projects located
n the middle of the vertical axis require skills that are special-
zed and less common but that are not tied to a particular scientiﬁc
omain. For example, the Argus project relies on captains of ships
o collect measures of seabed depth using sonar equipment, requir-
ng specialized nautical skills. Similarly, success in protein folding
equires the ability to visualize and manipulate three-dimensional
hapes in space, a special cognitive skill that has little to do with
he traditional study of biochemistry.20
. Potential beneﬁts of crowd science
In Section 3.1, we compared crowd science to other knowledge
roduction regimes and suggested that crowd science projects tend
o be more open with respect to participation as well as the disclo-
ure of intermediate inputs. We  now discuss how this high degree
f openness can provide certain advantages with respect to the
reation of new knowledge as well as the motivation of project par-
icipants. Section 5 considers potential challenges openness may
ose and how these challenges may  be addressed. Throughout
hese discussions, we will consider how the beneﬁts and challenges
19 We focus on the skills required to make a meaningful contribution to a project
nd  abstract from the signiﬁcant heterogeneity in skills among contributors to a
iven project. In particular, it is likely that some contributors beneﬁt from higher
evels  of skills or access to a broader range of skills than others.
20 It is interesting to note that Foldit effectively uses sophisticated software to
ransform  a task that traditionally required scientiﬁc training into a task that can be
erformed by amateurs using a different set of skills.crowd science projects.
may  differ across different types of projects, focusing primarily on
the distinctions drawn in Section 3.2.
4.1. Knowledge-related beneﬁts
The scholarly literature has developed several different concep-
tualizations of the science and innovation process, emphasizing
different problem solving strategies such as the recombination of
prior knowledge, the search for extreme value outcomes, or the sys-
tematic testing of competing hypotheses (see Kuhn, 1962; Fleming,
2001; Weisberg, 2006; Boudreau et al., 2011; Afuah and Tucci,
2012). Given the wide spectrum of problems crowd science projects
seek to solve, it is useful to draw on multiple conceptualizations of
problem solving in thinking about the beneﬁts projects may  derive
from openness in participation and from the open disclosure of
intermediate inputs.
4.1.1.  Beneﬁts from open participation
Some projects such as Galaxy Zoo or Old Weather beneﬁt pri-
marily from a larger quantity of labor inputs, using thousands
of volunteers to complement scarce material resources such as
telescopes but also the unique expertise of highly trained project
leaders. Could projects rely on powerful computers to accomplish
these tasks without the involvement of a large number of people?
It turns out that humans continue to be more effective than com-
puters in several realms of problem solving, including image and
sound detection (Malone and Klein, 2007). Humans can also rely
on intuition to improve optimization processes, whereas computer
algorithms often use random trial-and-error search and may get
trapped in local optima. Humans also have a superior capacity to
narrow the space of solutions, which is useful in problems like pro-
tein folding, where too many degrees of freedom make complete
computation unfeasibly long (Cooper et al., 2010). Another advan-
tage of humans is their ability to watch out for the unexpected.
This skill is essential in many realms of science, as evidenced by
the discovery of new types of galaxies and astronomical objects in
the course of Galaxy Zoo’s operation. Beneﬁts in terms of access
to a larger quantity of labor are likely to be greatest for projects
involving tasks that are well-structured and require only common
human skills, allowing them to draw on a very large pool of poten-
tial contributors. This rationale may  explain why many existing
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potentially tedious tasks – such as coding large amounts of data
or systematically trying different conﬁgurations of molecules – can
become intrinsically rewarding if they are embedded in a game-like
environment (Prestopnik and Crowston, 2011). As such, an increas-2 C.  Franzoni, H. Sauermann 
rowd science projects are located in the bottom-left corner of
ig. 4.
Other projects beneﬁt from open participation because it allows
hem to access rare and specialized skills. Projects such as Argus
r eBird (which asks contributors to identify birds in their neigh-
orhoods) can effectively “broadcast” the skill requirement to a
arge number of individuals in the crowd, enhancing the chances
o ﬁnd suitable contributors. As highlighted by recent work on
nnovation contests, broadcast search may  also identify individuals
ho already possess pre-existing superior solutions (Jeppesen and
akhani, 2010; Nielsen, 2011).
Finally, crowd science projects may  also beneﬁt from the
iversity in the knowledge and experience possessed by project
articipants, especially when problem solutions require the recom-
ination of different pieces of knowledge (Fleming, 2001; Uzzi
nd Spiro, 2005). Knowledge diversity is likely to be high because
roject contributors tend to come from different demographic
ackgrounds, organizations, and even scientiﬁc ﬁelds (Raddick
t al., 2013). Moreover, some projects also beneﬁt from diversity
ith respect to contributors’ geographic location, including efforts
uch as eBird, Argus, or the Great Sunﬂower Project, which seek to
ollect comprehensive data across a large geographic space. In an
ffort to collect data on the bee population across the United States,
or example, The Great Sunﬂower Project asks participants to grow
 special type of ﬂower and to count the number of bee visits during
5-min daily observations. The beneﬁts of geographic diversity are
ikely to accrue primarily to projects requiring observational data
here geography itself plays a key role.
.1.2. Beneﬁts from the open disclosure of intermediate inputs
Crowd  science relies on the participation of many and often tem-
orary participants. Making intermediate inputs widely accessible
nables geographically dispersed individuals to join and to partic-
pate via web interfaces. Moreover, codiﬁed intermediate inputs
uch as Polymath blogs or Foldit recipes provide a memory for
he project, ensuring that knowledge is not lost when contribu-
ors leave and enabling new contributors to quickly catch up and
ecome efﬁcient (see Von Krogh et al., 2003; Haeﬂiger et al., 2008).
rtifacts such as discussions logs may  also embody and convey
ocial norms and standards that facilitate the cooperation and col-
aboration among participants (Rullani and Haeﬂiger, 2013). Thus,
here is an interesting connection between the two dimensions of
penness in that the open disclosure of intermediate inputs allows
rojects to take full advantage of the beneﬁts of open participation
Section 4.1.1).
Transparency of the research process and availability of data
ay also facilitate the veriﬁcation of results (see Lacetera and
irulia, 2011). While peer review in traditional science does not
ypically entail a detailed examination of intermediate inputs,
he openness of logs and data in crowd science projects allows
bservers to follow and verify the research process in consider-
ble detail. By way of example, the relatively large number of
eyes” following the Polymath discussion ensured that mistakes
ere quickly detected (see Fig. 2). Of course, there are limits to this
nternal veriﬁcation since contributors who are not trained scien-
ists may  not have the necessary background to assess the accuracy
f more sophisticated data or methods. As such, their involvement
n veriﬁcation will be limited to tasks similar to the ones they would
e able to perform.21
A ﬁnal knowledge-related beneﬁt of open disclosure of inter-
ediate inputs emerges not at the level of a particular project but
21 Some projects such as the Open Dinosaur project or Galaxy Zoo institutionalize
his  veriﬁcation process by explicitly asking multiple participants to code the same
iece of data and comparing the results.rch Policy 43 (2014) 1– 20
for the more general progress of science. Scholars of science have
argued that open disclosure allows future scientists to build upon
prior work in a cumulative fashion (Nelson, 2004; Sorenson and
Fleming, 2004; Jones, 2009). While these discussions typically refer
to the disclosure of ﬁnal project results, additional beneﬁts may
accrue if other scientists can build on the intermediate inputs pro-
duced by a project (Dasgupta and David, 1994; Haeussler et al.,
2009). Such beneﬁts are particularly large for data, which are typ-
ically costly to collect but can often be used to examine multiple
research questions. Consider, for example, the Sloan Digital Sky Sur-
vey, the Human Genome data, or Census data in the social sciences
that have all resulted in many valuable lines of research. Not only
data, but also logs and discussion archives can be enormously help-
ful for future research if they provide insights into successful prob-
lem solving techniques. As illustrated in Fig. 2, for example, problem
solving approaches and intermediate solutions developed in one
Polymath discussion have been re-used and adapted in another.
4.2.  Motivational beneﬁts
Successful scientiﬁc research requires not only knowledge
inputs but also scientists who are motivated to actually exert
effort toward solving a particular problem. Due to openness in
participation, crowd science projects are able to rely on contrib-
utors who  are willing to exert effort without pay, potentially
allowing projects to take advantage of human resources at lower
ﬁnancial cost than would be required in traditional science.22 In the
following, we discuss some of the non-pecuniary payoffs that may
matter to crowd science contributors, as well as mechanisms that
projects use to address and reinforce these types of motivations. As
we will see, some of these mechanisms require considerable infra-
structure, suggesting that even though volunteers are unpaid, their
help is not necessarily costless.
Scholars have for a long time emphasized the role of intrinsic
motives, especially in the context of science and innovation (Ritti,
1968; Hertel et al., 2003; Sauermann and Cohen, 2010; Raasch
and Von Hippel, 2012). Intrinsically motivated people engage in
an activity because they enjoy the intellectual challenge of a task,
because they ﬁnd it fun, or because it gives them a feeling of accom-
plishment (Amabile, 1996; Ryan and Deci, 2000). Such intrinsic
motives appear to be important also in crowd science projects, as
illustrated in the following post of a Galaxy Zoo participant:
Ok, I’m completely jealous of the person who  got that particular
image,  its amazing. You need to warn people just how addictive
this  is! Its dangerous! [. . .].
After  doing a couple hundred I was  starting to burn out . . . sud-
denly  there was  a kelly-green star in the foreground. Whoa!
[.  . .]  being the ﬁrst to see these things: who *knows* what you
might  ﬁnd? Hooked!23
Intrinsic motivation may  be easy to achieve for tasks that are
inherently interesting and challenging. However, even simple and22 A related argument has been made in the context of user innovation (Raasch
and  Von Hippel, 2012). While there is no estimate of the cost savings crowd sci-
ence projects may  derive from relying on non-ﬁnancial motives, there are estimates
of the cost savings achieved in OSS development. In particular, one estimate pegs
the value of unpaid contributions to the Linux system at over 3 billion dollars
(http://linuxcost.blogspot.com/2011/03/cost-of-linux.html;  retrieved November 9,
2011).
23 http://chrislintott.net/2007/07/11/galaxy-zoo-press/.
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ng number of crowd science projects employ “gamiﬁcation” to
ncrease project participation. Fig. 1, for example, shows how Foldit
ses group and player competitions to keep contributors engaged.
Project participants may  also feel good about being part of
 particular project community and may  enjoy “social” beneﬁts
esulting from personal interactions (Hars and Ou, 2002). While
ome types of projects – especially those involving collaborative
roblem solving – will naturally provide a locus for social interac-
ion, many projects also actively stimulate interaction. For example,
he Great Sunﬂower project nominates group leaders who  oper-
te as facilitators in particular neighborhoods, communities or
chools.24 Other projects promote social interactions by providing
edicated IT infrastructure. This has been the strategy employed
y Foldit, where project logs and discussion forums allow partic-
pants to team up to exchange strategies and compete in groups,
ostering not just enjoyment from gaming, but also a collegial and
social” element. A particularly interesting aspect of intrinsic and
ocial beneﬁts is that they may  be non-rival, i.e., the beneﬁts to one
ndividual are not diminished simply because another individual
lso derives these beneﬁts (Bonaccorsi and Rossi, 2003).
Another important nonpecuniary motive for participation is an
nterest in the particular subject matter of the project. To wit, when
sked about their participation motives, one of the reasons most
ften mentioned by contributors to Galaxy Zoo was an interest
n astronomy and amazement about the vastness of the universe
Raddick et al., 2013). While this motive is intrinsic in the sense
hat it is not dependent on any external rewards, it is distinct from
hallenge and play motives in that it is speciﬁc to a particular topic,
otentially limiting the range of projects a person will be willing
o participate in. Recognizing the importance of individuals’ inter-
st in particular topics, some platforms such as Zooniverse enrich
he work by providing scientiﬁc background information, by reg-
larly informing participants about new ﬁndings or by allowing
articipants to create collections of interesting objects (Fig. 5).
While  it is not surprising that projects in areas with a large num-
ers of hobbyists – such as astronomy or ornithology – have been
ble to recruit large numbers of volunteers, projects in less interest-
ng areas, or projects addressing very narrow and speciﬁc questions
re more likely to face challenges in trying to recruit volunteers. At
he same time, reaching out to a large number of potential contrib-
tors may  allow even projects with less popular topics to identify a
ufﬁcient number of individuals with matching interests. As such,
hile prior work has emphasized that broadcast search can match
roblems to individuals holding unique knowledge or solutions
Jeppesen and Lakhani, 2010), we suggest that broadcast search
an also allow the matching of particular topics to individuals with
elated interests. By way of example, bats are probably not popu-
ar animals among most people, but the project Bat Detective has
een quite successful in ﬁnding those individuals who  are inter-
sted in this animal and are willing to listen to sound recordings
nd to identify different types of bat calls.
An especially powerful version of interest in a particular prob-
em is evident in the growing number of projects that are devoted to
he understanding of particular diseases or to the development of
ures (Årdal and Røttingen, 2012). Many of these projects involve
atients and their relatives who – as potential “users” – have a
ery strong personal stake in the success of the project, leading
hem to make signiﬁcant time commitments (see Von Hippel, 2006;
arcus, 2011). To these participants, it may  be particularly impor-ant that projects also quickly disclose intermediate inputs if they
elieve that disclosure speeds up the progress toward a solution by
llowing others to build upon these inputs.
24 http://www.greatsunﬂower.org/garden-leader-program; retrieved October 3,
012.rch Policy 43 (2014) 1– 20 13
Finally, many crowd science contributors also value the oppor-
tunity to contribute to science, especially citizen scientists, who
lack the formal training to participate in traditional science
(Raddick et al., 2013). As one Galaxy Zoo contributor commented
in a blog discussion:
Dang . . . this is addictive. I put on some music and started clas-
sifying,  and the next thing you know it’s hours later. But I’m
contributing to science!25
Like some of the other motives discussed above, this motive
may be particularly beneﬁcial for crowd science to the extent that
individuals are willing to participate in a broad range of different
projects and are even willing to help with “boring” and tedious tasks
as long as these are perceived to be important for the progress of
science.
5. Challenges and potential solutions
Openness with respect to project participation and intermediate
inputs can lead to considerable beneﬁts, but the same characteris-
tics may  also create certain challenges. We  now highlight some
of these challenges and draw on the broader organizational liter-
ature to point toward organizational and technical tools that may
be useful in addressing them.
5.1. Organizational challenges
5.1.1. Matching projects and people
One key feature of crowd science projects is their openness to
the contributions of a large number of individuals. However, there
is a large and increasing number of projects, and the population of
potential contributors is vast. Thus, organizational mechanisms are
needed to allow for the efﬁcient matching of projects and potential
contributors with respect to both skills and interests. One poten-
tial approach makes it easier for individuals to ﬁnd projects by
aggregating and disseminating information on ongoing or planned
projects. Websites such as scistarter.com, for example, offer search-
able databases of a wide range of projects, allowing individuals to
ﬁnd projects that ﬁt their particular interests and levels of exper-
tise.
We expect that an efﬁcient alternative mechanism may  be
crowd science platforms that host multiple projects and allow
them to utilize a shared pool of potential contributors as well as
a shared technical infrastructure. Especially if projects are sim-
ilar with respect to the ﬁeld of science, types of tasks, or skill
requirements, individuals who contributed to one project are
also likely to be suitable contributors to another project on the
same platform. Indeed, multi-project crowd science platforms may
enjoy considerable network effects by simultaneously attracting
more projects looking for contributors and contributors look-
ing for projects to join. Such platforms are common in open
source software development (e.g., sourceforge.com and GitHub)
and are also emerging in the crowd science realm (see Table 1).
For example, the Galaxy Zoo project has evolved into the plat-
form Zooniverse, which currently hosts over ﬁfteen projects that
cover different areas of science but involve very similar kinds
of tasks. When a new project is initiated, Zooniverse routinely
contacts its large and growing member base to recruit partic-
ipants, and many individuals contribute to multiple Zooniverse
projects.
25 http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/badastronomy/2009/04/02/a-million-
galaxies-in-a-hundred-hours/#.UU8TPVs4Vxg.
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.1.2. Division of labor and integration of contributions
As discussed in section 3.2, projects differ with respect to the
omplexity and structure of the task that is outsourced to the
rowd. The more complex and ill-structured the task, the more
ontributors have to interact and build on each other’s contrib-
tions, limiting the number of people who can work on a given
roject at the same time. While our discussion in section 3.2 took
he nature of the task as given, project organizers can try to reduce
nterdependencies and structure tasks such that a larger number
f individuals can participate, effectively moving projects toward
he left of Fig. 4. Open source software development has devel-
ped sophisticated modularization techniques to achieve similar
oals. The basic idea of modularization is that a large problem is
ivided into many smaller problems, plus a strategy (the architec-
ure) that speciﬁes how the modules ﬁt together. The goal is to
esign modules that have minimum interdependencies with one
nother, allowing for a greater division of labor and parallel work
Von Krogh et al., 2003; Baldwin and Clark, 2006). Modularization
as already been used in many crowd science projects. For example,
alaxy Zoo and Old Weather keep the design of the overall project
entralized and provide individual contributors with a small piece
f the task so that they can work independently and at their own
ace. Of course, not all problems can be easily modularized; we  sus-
ect, for example, that mathematical problems are less amenable
o modularization. However, while the nature of the problem may
et limits to modularization in the short term, advances in infor-
ation technology and project management knowledge are likely
o increase project leaders’ ability to modularize a given problem
ver time (see Simon, 1973).
Just as important as distributing tasks is the effective inte-
ration of individuals’ contributions to ﬁnd the overall problem
olution. In highly modularized data collection and coding tasks
uch as Old Weather or eBird, individual contributions can eas-
ly be integrated into larger data sets. Similarly, in some problemrce: http://talk.galaxyzoo.org/objects/AGZ0002bw2.
solving  tasks such as Foldit, individuals or teams generate stand-
alone solutions that can be evaluated using standard criteria and
that require little integration (see Jeppesen and Lakhani, 2010).
The biggest challenge is the integration of contributions in col-
laborative problem solving tasks such as Polymath, where the
contributors seek to develop a single solution in an interactive
fashion, e.g., through an ongoing discussion. In such cases, much
of the integration is done informally as participants read each
other’s contributions. However, as the amount of information
that needs to be read and processed increases, informal mech-
anisms may  miss important contributions while also imposing
large time costs on project participants (Nielsen, 2011). Filter-
ing and sorting mechanisms may  lower these costs to some
extent, but difﬁculties in integrating the contributions of a larger
number of participants are likely to impose limits upon the
optimal size of collaborative problem solving projects such as Poly-
math.
5.1.3. Project leadership
Most  crowd science projects require a signiﬁcant amount of
project leadership. Depending on the nature of the problem, leaders
are fundamental in framing the scientiﬁc experiment, modulariz-
ing the task, securing access to ﬁnancial and technical resources,
or making decisions regarding how to proceed at critical junctures
of a project (Mateos-Garcia and Steinmueller, 2008; Wiggins and
Crowston, 2011).
Open  source software projects such as Linux illustrate that
leadership in the form of architecture and kernel design can be
performed by a relatively small and tightly knit group of top-
notch programmers, while a large number of people at all levels of
skills can execute smaller and well-deﬁned modules (Shah, 2006).
Emerging crowd science projects such as Galaxy Zoo or Foldit show
a similar pattern: These projects are typically led by well-trained
scientists who  formulate important research questions and design
C. Franzoni, H. Sauermann / Resea
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tution of science.
Professional scientists’ incentives to participate in crowd sci-
ence may be limited not only because of the way  credit is assigned.
Perhaps more importantly, the open disclosure of intermediatequare  for each contributor. Size of square reﬂects number of contrib-
tions  per person. Source: http://blog.oldweather.org/2012/09/05/theres-a-green-
ne-and-a-pink-one-and-a-blue-one-and-a-yellow-one/.
ethodologically sound experiments. In collective problem solving
rojects such as Polymath, leaders are invaluable to wrap up the
rogress made and keep the project on track. Foldit also illustrates
hat this kind of leadership is not always exercised in person but can
nstead be incorporated into a technical infrastructure. More specif-
cally, Foldit embeds important “rules of the game” right into the
oftware interface, ensuring that participants perform only oper-
tions that project leaders have determined to be consistent with
he applicable laws of nature.26
While most existing crowd science projects are led by profes-
ional scientists, it is conceivable that leadership positions may
lso be taken by other kinds of individuals. For example, leader-
hip roles might be taken on by designers of collaboration tools,
ho may  have less of an interest in a particular content domain
er se, but who have – often through experience – built expertise
n crowd science project management (e.g., some of the Zooniverse
taff members). And of course, leaders may  emerge from the larger
rowd as a project develops. Indeed, the OSS experience suggests
hat leadership should be thought of as a dynamic concept and
an change depending on the particular leadership skills a project
equires at a particular point in time (O’Mahony and Ferraro, 2007;
ahlander and O’Mahony, 2010).
.2. Motivational challenges
.2.1. Sustaining contributor involvement
In many crowd science projects, the majority of participants
ake only small and infrequent contributions, often stopping
uickly after joining. To illustrate, Fig. 6 shows a square for each of
he 16,400 participants in the project Old Weather (as of September,
012), with the size of the square reﬂecting the number of classi-
cations made by that individual. We  see that a small number of
ndividuals made a very large number of contributions (top left of
he ﬁgure), while most participants contributed very little (bottom
ight). Thus, mechanisms to increase the involvement of less fre-
uent contributors may  dramatically increase the amount of work
 project can get done. At this point, it is not clear what process
enerates the observed uneven distribution of contributions. One
ossibility is that most contributors realize shortly after joining
hat the project is not a good match with respect to their skills
r interests (Jovanovic, 1979). However, we suspect that there are
lso important mechanisms that get people “hooked” over time and
26 For a related discussion of the role of “toolkits” in facilitating user innovation,
ee  Von Hippel (2006).rch Policy 43 (2014) 1– 20 15
through which some of the nonpecuniary motivations discussed
earlier become reinforced for some people but not others. Future
research on these issues is clearly important. 27
5.2.2. Supporting a broader set of motivations
We argued earlier that crowd science projects can successfully
satisfy certain nonpecuniary motives such as intellectual challenge,
interest in a particular area of science, or the desire to contribute to
scientiﬁc research. These motives are particularly salient to citizen
scientists. Yet, projects may  also need to ﬁnd better ways to attract
professional scientists or ﬁrms because these potential contribu-
tors often possess unique capabilities as project organizers, speciﬁc
kinds of domain speciﬁc skills (see Fig. 4), or downstream capa-
bilities that are necessary to translate scientiﬁc results into useful
products or services. While professional scientists and even ﬁrms
may also be motivated by the nonpecuniary payoffs noted earlier,
crowd science projects may  face distinct challenges in providing
the more “traditional” kinds of payoffs that matter to professional
scientists and to ﬁrms, mainly due to the high degrees of openness
with respect to participation and the disclosure of intermediate
inputs as well as research results.
First, the motive to earn peer recognition has always been
central in the institution of traditional science (Merton, 1973;
Stephan, 2012). To satisfy this motive, crowd science projects need
to result in outputs that “count” among professional peers, i.e.,
publications.28 While many crowd science projects have resulted in
peer-reviewed publications, the assignment of authorship and sci-
entiﬁc credit varies dramatically. Some crowd science projects such
as Galaxy Zoo, Phylo and Foldit assigned authorship to some of the
individual contributors, although such individual credit appears to
be reserved primarily for project leaders, potentially limiting the
reputational beneﬁts that professional scientists can gain when
participating as regular contributors. Of course, granting author-
ship to all contributors – including many citizen scientists, who
made relatively small contributions and may have little under-
standing of the scientiﬁc problem they helped solve – would dilute
the value of authorship and may  even violate current authorship
guidelines (Haeussler and Sauermann, 2013). Completely eschew-
ing individual credit, some projects name on publications only the
group as a whole, such as in the case of “D. H. J. Polymath”. The
rationale is explained in the Polymath rules: 29
If all goes well, a polymath project may  end up with one or
more  publishable results. If so, the paper will be written collabo-
ratively  (using the wiki and blog as appropriate), authored under
a  polymath pseudonym. (The question of assessing how much of
a contribution each participant had to a project seems impossi-
ble  to answer with any degree of objectivity, so the pseudonym
approach to authorship is the simplest solution.)
While the use of group pseudonyms is consistent with the spirit
of a collective effort and avoids conﬂict over authorship attribution,
we suspect that it may  reduce project participation by professional
scientists who need publications to succeed in the traditional insti-27 Highly skewed distributions of activity have been observed in many other con-
texts  such as open source software development or in Wikipedia (see Wilkinson,
2008).  While the patterns appear to be quite general, their micro-level sources are
largely unknown and may well differ across contexts.
28 Similar career related motives have also been highlighted in prior work on the
motivations of open source software contributors (Lerner and Tirole, 2005).
29 http://polymathprojects.org/general-polymath-rules/.
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nputs allows competing projects to build on such knowledge more
ntensively and faster than would be the case in traditional science,
otentially hurting a project’s ability to win the race for priority in
iscovery. While competition among crowd science projects pur-
uing the same problem is currently rare, such competition may
ncrease as crowd science grows and project platforms proliferate.
n some domains, crowd science projects may  also compete directly
ith projects in traditional science. Thus, while the open disclosure
f intermediate inputs has several beneﬁts (Section 4.1.2), it may
lso create a competitive disadvantage and weaken professional
cientists’ incentives to get involved.30
A second motive that is currently difﬁcult for crowd science to
atisfy is money—direct ﬁnancial rewards for project participation
re largely absent. This low importance of ﬁnancial rewards fol-
ows quite directly from the high degrees of openness with respect
o both participation and knowledge disclosure. With respect to
he former, the large number of contributors makes ﬁnancial pay-
ents logistically challenging and very costly. More importantly,
ince crowd science projects disclose openly both the ﬁnal project
esults and intermediate inputs, their ability to appropriate signif-
cant ﬁnancial returns is limited (see Cohen et al., 2000), leaving
ittle money to be distributed to contributors. Given the success
urrent projects have had without providing pay to participants,
ne may  argue that ﬁnancial incentives are unnecessary. However,
e expect that ﬁnding ways to address ﬁnancial motives may  be
mportant to attract individuals with particular rare skills or pre-
xisting solutions that are highly valued in the traditional labor
arket or that promise high returns when used in innovation con-
ests that promise large payouts (quadrant 1 in Fig. 3). It would be
onceivable that projects use grant money to compensate not just
roject leaders but also key contributors with highly valued skills or
nowledge. Of course, any such mechanism would face challenges
ith respect to maintaining perceptions of fairness, and avoiding
hat the nonpecuniary motivations of contributors are undermined
see also Alexy and Leitner, 2011).
The expectation of at least some level of ﬁnancial returns may
lso be important to ﬁrms. Firm involvement may  be beneﬁcial
or crowd science projects because some ﬁrms command signiﬁ-
ant human resources that would be valuable to projects requiring
omain-speciﬁc skills.31 Firms may  also be essential as partners
ho possess other assets that are essential for the ultimate suc-
ess of a crowd science project, e.g., the complementary capabilities
equired to develop and market a new drug compound that has
een identiﬁed through a crowd science effort (Årdal and Røttingen,
012). While ﬁrm involvement in crowd science is rare – presum-
bly because of the absence of sufﬁcient ﬁnancial incentives – the
pen source software experience has shown that ﬁrms may  ﬁnd
roﬁtable ways to get involved even in projects that openly disclose
ntermediate inputs and ﬁnal results by developing proprietary
alue-added or by selling products that draw upon open source out-
uts (Hars and Ou, 2002; Lerner and Tirole, 2005; Lakhani and Wolf,
006). Firms may  ﬁnd similar ways to beneﬁt from crowd science,
otentially in the context of broader open innovation strategies
Chesbrough, 2003; Dahlander and Gann, 2010). Indeed, an inter-
sting example of a company-run crowd science project is Argus,
hich asks captains to collect data on ocean depth and incorporates
hese data in freely available maps that can be used for navigation.
30 As noted in Section 3.1, concerns over competition are likely to be a major reason
or  the lack of sharing in traditional science. Communities of professional scientists
ncreasingly coordinate to overcome barriers to sharing (e.g., Hayden, 2013), and the
olutions developed in this process may  prove useful in addressing similar problems
n the crowd science context.
31 There is an interesting parallel in the open source software space: many OSS
evelopers contribute as paid employees of ﬁrms such as IBM or Intel (Hars and Ou,
002; Lakhani and Wolf, 2006).rch Policy 43 (2014) 1– 20
At the same time, the sponsoring ﬁrm – Survice Engineering – incor-
porates the data in its more sophisticated commercial maritime
products.
5.2.3. Reconciling conﬂicting motivations
If crowd science projects seek to attract participants with differ-
ent types of motives, conﬂict may  arise (see Harhoff and Mayrhofer,
2010). However, the open source software experience suggests
that different motivations can co-exist within a project, and that
potential incentive conﬂicts can be mitigated using contractual
mechanisms (McGowan, 2001; Lerner and Tirole, 2005). The key
insight is that it is useful to distinguish different rights associated
with the collective production of knowledge, including, for exam-
ple, the right to be regarded as the author, the right to use a product
that was collectively produced, or the right to make derived works.
Unbundling these rights can help in attracting diverse groups of
individuals because at least some of these rights are not strictly
rival and can be enjoyed at the same time (Bonaccorsi and Rossi,
2003).
To illustrate, let us consider the example of Solar Stormwatch.
This project asks people to watch videos of solar storms and to tag
characteristics such as the inception point or the maximum reach of
the storm. The small group of lead scientists on this project includes
professional scientists working at a government lab as well as a PhD
student at Imperial College, London.32 Let us assume that these
scientists are primarily motivated by the desire to write scientiﬁc
papers based on the data resulting from the project. Suppose now
that a company producing solar panels for satellites wants to use
these data to enable its equipment to detect the inception of a solar
storm. The company may  be willing to participate in the project to
speed up the completion and release of the dataset, e.g., by paying
an employee to work on the project. However, it will do so only if
it is ensured access to the resulting data and if it is ensured that
data can be incorporated into its proprietary computer algorithms.
There is little conﬂict between the company’s plans and scientists’
desire to publish the data or papers based on the data. Now con-
sider a third party, namely another team of astronomers who need
data on solar activity for their own  research. These researchers
may be willing to help with the project if they are ensured open
and timely access to the data. However, if these researchers are
working on a similar problem as the Solar Stormwatch lead scien-
tists, the two teams are directly competing, potentially reducing
their incentives to invest effort in the project. In contrast, both
teams of scientists should be willing to participate if they expect
to use the data to pursue non-competing research questions (see
Von Hippel and Von Krogh, 2003).33 Finally, consider a fourth set of
contributors—citizen scientists who simply enjoy watching videos
of solar storms and learning more about this exciting phenomenon.
In principle, this latter group of contributors should not care who
gets credit for scientiﬁc results from the project, and they should
also not be opposed to a company creating useful products based
on the resulting knowledge.
Taking  inspiration from existing open source software license
arrangements, contractual mechanisms can be envisioned to incen-
tivize all parties in our example to participate while mitigating
potential goal conﬂicts. For example, the founding team could
reserve the right to use the data for particular pre-deﬁned research
questions or for a limited amount of time, ensuring that the lead
scientists have incentives to invest the time and resources required
32 http://www.solarstormwatch.com/mission brieﬁng;  retrieved 12 February
2012.
33 This discussion suggests that crowd science projects may  be more viable in “gen-
eral” research areas that allow the re-use of data for several non-competing research
streams.
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o run the project. At the same time, the lead scientists would com-
it  to disclose the data openly for other uses—providing incentives
or the second team of professional scientists.34 The license could
lso specify that algorithms derived from the data may  be incorpo-
ated in commercial products, incentivizing the ﬁrm to participate
n the project, without reducing the incentives for either group of
cientists. Citizen scientists primarily need the permission to use
he project infrastructure—which the organizers should willingly
rovide in return for free help.
While the open source experience suggests that well-deﬁned
nd modular rights can be central to making community-based
roduction a stable phenomenon, such contractual arrangements
ay also face various challenges in the context of crowd science.
mong others, it is not clear how well license contracts can be
nforced, although some crowd science platforms such as Zooni-
erse already require contributors to log in and accept certain terms
nd conditions. Another important concern is that such arrange-
ents undermine some of the openness that distinguishes crowd
cience projects from other knowledge production regimes and
hat may  explain their initial success. Overall, a delicate balance
eems needed as projects seek ways to accommodate the desires
f project participants to derive certain kinds of rival rewards, while
lso reaping the knowledge-related beneﬁts of openness. Given
he ad hoc nature of some of the mechanisms currently employed,
uture systematic research on the costs and beneﬁts of contractual
rrangements in the speciﬁc context of crowd science would clearly
e important.
.  Crowd science: A research agenda
To the extent possible, our discussion in the foregoing sections
as based on qualitative evidence from existing crowd science
rojects, as well as the small body of empirical work that has started
o investigate crowd science more systematically. In addition, we
uilt on related streams of literature in organizational theory as
ell as on open source software development.35 Many of the con-
ectures developed in our discussion provide fertile ground for
uture qualitative and quantitative research. For example, research
s needed on the degree to which multi-project platforms can
mprove the matching between projects and contributors, or allow
or an efﬁcient use of technical infrastructure. Similarly, future
ork is needed to gain insights into the relative importance of
arious types of motivations and into the degree to which crowd
cience projects experience conﬂicts among contributors. In the
ollowing, we point toward some broader questions for future
esearch that were less salient in our discussion but that may  be
ust as important.
First,  some observers have expressed concerns regarding the
calability of the crowd science approach. After all, if 800,000
34 Indeed, such an agreement is spelled out in the frequently asked questions sec-
ion of the Open Dinosaur Project: “May  I use the data for my  own research? Yes,
ou may  – although we ask that you hold off on publication of any results until we
ave had a chance to complete the initial publication of our own study. The reason
or  this is that we feel it is important for our volunteers and project leaders to get
heir chance at the rewards of this project (which have very real implications for
enure, promotion, graduate school admission, etc.) without being scooped. Once
e have published the initial results, all of the data incorporated into the study
re  completely fair game.” Source: http://opendino.wordpress.com/faqs/; retrieved
pril 8, 2013.
35 While research on open source software development provides many relevant
nsights,  there may  be important differences between OSS development and crowd
cience. For example, it appears that there are differences regarding the degree to
hich projects are self-organized vs. organized by formal project leaders, the degree
o which contributors work atomistically vs. as a community, and the range of tasks
hat are available for regular contributors to progress from the periphery to the core
Dahlander and Gann, 2010; Rullani and Haeﬂiger, 2013).rch Policy 43 (2014) 1– 20 17
people participate on the Zooniverse platform, how many people
are left to participate in other crowd science projects? Zooniverse’s
Chris Lintott appears relaxed, stating:
We  have used just a tiny fraction of the human attention span
that  goes into an episode of Jerry Springer. (quoted in Cook,
2011).
At  the minimum, it will be important to understand how
projects can expand beyond the relatively small body of “early
adopters” to involve broader segments of the populations of pro-
fessional scientists and potential citizen scientists (including Jerry
Springer fans). Crowston and Fagnot (2008) develop a dynamic
model of virtual collaboration that may  be useful in thinking about
this question.
Second, while much of the current discussion focuses on how
crowd science projects form and operate, very little is known
regarding the quantity and quality of research output. One par-
ticularly salient concern is that projects that are initiated by
non-professional scientists may  not follow the scientiﬁc method,
calling in question the quality of research output. Some citizen
science projects led by patients, for example, do not use the experi-
mental designs typical of traditional studies in the medical sciences,
making it difﬁcult to interpret the results (Marcus, 2011). To ensure
that crowd science meets the rigorous standards of science, it
seems important that trained scientists are involved in the design
of experiments. To some extent, however, rigor and standardized
scientiﬁc processes may  also be embedded in the software and plat-
form tools that support a crowd science project. Similarly, it may be
possible for crowd science platforms to provide “scientiﬁc consul-
tants” who advise (and potentially certify) citizen science projects.
Finally, to the extent that crowd science results are published in tra-
ditional journals, the traditional layer of quality control in the form
of peer review still applies. However, results are increasingly dis-
closed through non-traditional channels such as blogs and project
websites. The question whether and how such disclosures should
be veriﬁed and certiﬁed is an important area for future scholarly
work and policy discussions.
A  related question concerns the efﬁciency of the crowd science
approach. While it is impressive that the Zooniverse platform has
generated dozens of peer reviewed publications, this output does
not reﬂect the work of a typical academic research lab. Rather, it
reﬂects hundreds of thousands of hours of labor supplied by project
leaders as well as citizen scientists (see a related discussion in
Bikard and Murray, 2011). Empirical research is needed to mea-
sure crowd science labor inputs, possibly giving different weights
to different types of skills (see Fig. 4). It is likely that most crowd
science projects are less efﬁcient than traditional projects in terms
of output relative to input; however, that issue may  be less of a
concern given that most of the labor inputs are provided volun-
tarily and for free by contributors who  appear to derive signiﬁcant
non-pecuniary beneﬁts from doing so. Moreover, some large-scale
projects would simply not be possible in a traditional lab. Nev-
ertheless, understanding potential avenues to increase efﬁciency
will be important for crowd science’s long-term success. By way  of
example, the efﬁciency of distributed data coding projects such as
Galaxy Zoo may  be increased by tracking individuals’ performance
over time and limiting the replication of work done by contribu-
tors who have shown reliable performance in the past (see Simpson
et al., 2012).
As  shown in Fig. 4, most existing crowd science projects involve
well-structured tasks of low complexity, many of which involve the
collection or coding of data. While such projects have resulted in
important scientiﬁc insights, a key question is whether and how
the crowd science approach can be leveraged for a broader range
of tasks. Examples such as Foldit and especially Polymath show
that the crowd can successfully work on tasks that are currently
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ore complex and ill-structured, and can perform a broad range of
ctivities including not only data collection but also problem def-
nition, the formulation of hypotheses, or the exploration of novel
roblem solving approaches. Yet we have also discussed some of
he organizational challenges that are likely to arise with complex
asks and that may  limit the scale at which projects can operate.
s such, future research on modularization and other mechanisms
hat allow involvement of the crowd at a larger scale would be of
articularly great value.
Our  study is inductive in that we started with observations
f existing crowd science projects, provided a discussion of their
ey features, and sought to understand potential beneﬁts and
hallenges by drawing on existing work in other research areas
s a conceptual guide. As our understanding of crowd science
dvances, future research may  develop a theoretical framework
o examine under which conditions or for which kinds of projects
rowd science is a superior organizational mode compared to
lternatives. This approach has recently been employed to study
ptimal governance choice for problem solving in ﬁrms (Afuah
nd Tucci, 2012; Felin and Zenger, 2012). That research has pro-
ided important insights by focusing primarily on characteristics of
he problem (such as complexity or distance from existing knowl-
dge), yet our discussion suggests that future work should consider
ot just problem-related aspects of scientiﬁc research but also
otivational aspects. Moreover, it seems insufﬁcient to consider
nly the strength of abstractly deﬁned incentives since the richness
nd diversity of pecuniary and especially non-pecuniary motiva-
ions makes crowd science and other forms of community-based
nowledge production so interesting and potentially powerful (see
lso Lerner and Tirole, 2005; Von Hippel, 2006; Von Krogh et al.,
012).
While our discussion of future research has focused on crowd
cience as the object of study, crowd science may  also serve as an
deal setting to study a range of issues central to our understanding
f science and knowledge production more generally. For exam-
le, the team size in traditional science has been increasing in most
elds (Wuchty et al., 2007), raising challenges associated with the
ffective division of labor and the coordination of project partici-
ants (see Cummings and Kiesler, 2007). As such, research on the
ffective organization of crowd science projects may  also inform
fforts to improve the efﬁciency of (traditional) team science. Sim-
larly, crowd science projects may  provide unique insights into
he process of knowledge creation. For example, detailed discus-
ion logs may  allow scholars to study cognitive aspects of problem
olving and the interactions among individuals in scientiﬁc teams
Singh and Fleming, 2010), or to compare the characteristics of
oth successful and unsuccessful problem solving attempts. Such
icro-level insights are extremely difﬁcult to gain in the context
f traditional science, where disclosure is limited primarily to the
ublication of (successful) research results, and where the path to
uccess remains largely hidden from the eyes of social scientists.
Last  but not least, a deeper understanding is needed of the
ole crowd science can play in the broader system of knowledge
roduction and of the relationships between crowd science and
raditional science. To the extent that crowd science allows project
eaders to “outsource” parts of scientiﬁc projects, might it democra-
ize science by allowing scientists with limited ﬁnancial resources
o conduct research that has traditionally been the purview of
ell-resourced researchers at elite institutions?36 Conversely, if
ulti-project crowd science platforms are indeed as powerful as
36 A growing number of providers such as scienceexchange.com offer a range of
xperimental/laboratory services to scientists, allowing users to share the costs of
xpensive equipment. As such, crowd science might be seen as one facet of a broader
rend toward outsourcing and disintegration in science (see Bookman, 2012).rch Policy 43 (2014) 1– 20
we expect, who  should control these platforms? Could a lack of
access to such platforms create new barriers to entry? And ﬁnally,
does the involvement of amateur citizen scientists, many of whom
appear driven by simple curiosity or the desire to advance knowl-
edge, mark a reversal of the “professionalization” of science that
took place during the 20th century (Shapin, 2008)? Questions such
as these suggest that crowd science may  not only change how
research is done, but may itself offer a range of fascinating research
opportunities.
7. Conclusion and policy implications
At the beginning of this paper, we introduced the reader to
crowd science by describing three prominent examples of projects.
We then developed a conceptual framework to characterize crowd
science and distinguish it from other regimes of knowledge pro-
duction. In doing so, we highlighted two  features: openness with
respect to project participation and openness with respect to inter-
mediate inputs. We  proceeded by discussing potential beneﬁts and
challenges resulting from these characteristics and conjectured
how some of the challenges may  be addressed. We then outlined
an agenda for future research on crowd science itself, while also
highlighting potential beneﬁts of using crowd science as empirical
setting to study knowledge production processes more generally.
We now conclude by considering potential implications for policy
makers and funding agencies.
While  much research remains to be done on speciﬁc aspects of
crowd science, the success of existing projects suggests that crowd
science can make signiﬁcant contributions to science and deserves
the attention of funding agencies and policy makers. Indeed, crowd
science may be particularly appealing to funding agencies for sev-
eral reasons. First, by complementing the time of lead researchers
and costly physical resources with (unpaid) contributions from the
larger crowd, crowd science projects may  yield higher returns to a
given monetary investment than projects in traditional science. In
addition, by disclosing intermediate inputs, crowd science projects
may provide greater “spillovers” to other projects and generate
greater beneﬁts for the general progress of science than projects
that only publish ﬁnal results. As noted earlier, funding agencies
are keenly aware of such beneﬁts and are increasingly mandating
disclosure of intermediate inputs in traditional science, although
the resulting disclosure is likely less comprehensive than in crowd
science projects. Finally, many crowd science projects involve citi-
zen scientists, potentially increasing the public’s understanding of
scientiﬁc activity and of the value of publicly funded research.
To  the extent that funding agencies are interested in supporting
crowd science, investments in crowd science infrastructure may  be
particularly useful. Such infrastructure may  include crowd science
platforms that host multiple projects (e.g., Zooniverse, Polymath-
projects, Cornell Lab of Ornithology), thus lowering the cost of
starting new projects. In a more general sense, such infrastruc-
ture may also entail organizational and management knowledge
resulting from social sciences research into the effective organi-
zation of crowd science projects. Finally, funding may be needed
to preserve intermediate inputs that are disclosed by crowd sci-
ence projects but are not systematically archived by traditional
journals or libraries. This potentially valuable resource is at risk to
be lost when projects are completed and participants re-dedicate
their time and infrastructure to new projects.37 Funding agencies as
well as policy makers may also play an important role in discussing
and coordinating the development of standardized licenses or
other contractual mechanisms that may  facilitate the collaboration
37 http://blogs.loc.gov/digitalpreservation/2012/07/preserving-online-science-
reﬂections/.
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mong heterogeneous sets of project participants. As discussed in
ection 5.2.3, the open source software experience suggests that
uch tools can foster the development of community-based pro-
uction and may  be particularly useful in reconciling potentially
onﬂicting motives of different participants.38 Finally, funding
gencies, policy makers, and scholarly organizations should engage
n discussions regarding how the quality of research can be assured
n projects that do not involve professionally trained scientists and
hat use the Internet to disclose research results without the use of
raditional journals and the associated process of peer review.
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